
Does your autoclave have an embarrassing personal freshness problem but no best friend to whisper advice? 
Do you have to leave the room when a cycle is running?

The average autoclave needs to contend with a surprising variety of residues that conflict with the most 
tolerant of our senses. So if you and your autoclave are having a hard time coping, this is the answer you’ve 
been waiting for...

These single use capsules, containing 
concentrated, perfumed essential oils, are 
available in packs of 100, in three different 
fragrances:

Classic Eucalyptus- highly perfumed 
- for all applications

Apple or Citrus- light and fruity 
- recommended for food laboratories

To use, simply drop a capsule into the bottom of 
the autoclave before loading The capsule will 
dissolve but the fragrance will linger.

Can’t make up your mind 
which you’d prefer?

Why not contact the nice people 
in Priorclave’s Customer Services 
Department for a FREE SAMPLE 
of each, and make your workplace 
a better place to be? 
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Up Close &  Personal
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PRIORCLAVE MAKING LIFE 
EASIER

It‘s a tricky job to remove the water from the bottom of an 
autoclave, but here’s an ideal solution - easy-to-use hand 
operated SYPHON PUMPS

These pumps are available in two sizes: small for all front-
loaders, and large for top loading autoclaves and at our 
prices you can easily afford one for each autoclave in your lab 
to avoid the risk of cross-contamination

A price list/order form is enclosed for your convenience. 

If you are using a product you would like to recommend, if you have a 
problem you think we may be able to help you with, or if you would 
like a visit from your local service engineer, please contact our  
Customer Services Department with details. T.800.748.1459 | 
www.priorclavena.com | info@priorclavena.com 
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